uc opens doors for
community college students
nearly a third of uc undergrads
come from community colleges
UC enrolls more community
college students than any
university of its caliber in
the nation. These students
don’t only enroll at UC—
they succeed, earning degrees
and contributing to an
educated, upwardly mobile
California workforce.

That amounts to more than 46,000 transfers each year studying
across our nine undergraduate campuses.
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transfer serves students
from all walks of life
Students from a broad range of economic and
social backgrounds attain a world-class UC
education by starting at community college.

more than half pay
no tuition

of transfer students who
apply to uc get in.
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Almost two-thirds of transfer students
receive aid that fully or partially offsets the
cost of their education.
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come from a california
community college.
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uc’s transfer students graduate
at high rates…

…and go on to do well in
the workforce

In fact, they succeed at rates equal to or better than students who
started as freshmen.

Within a decade of completing their UC degree, most
community college transfer students working in California
count among the top third of income earners in the state.
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